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This was my first connection attempt to an open network and I cracked the first two passwords (I was unable to crack the first one). I have used dictionaries including crackstation. Keep up the good work Great tutorial. I found a slight error that confused me though, in step 7. It says you need to copy /usr/local/sbin/aircrack-ng to /usr/bin,

instead it should be copied to /usr/local/bin. Copy and paste works fine. Sorry about that. Thank you so much for this, I just cracked the password this morning. I was able to crack it in 1 minute 14 seconds. For any other users who may need help, I found a small mistake in this tutorial. In this line of the script at the end of step 7, you
change /usr/bin/aircrack-ng to /usr/local/bin/aircrack-ng. I was getting a handshake from an unknown network, and i was given the Bssid of the network but i was told to use aircrack which I have and it says that it requires an IV and a Cap so i gave it the WEP Key i am trying to crack, and it gave me the network name and said that it was

WPA2 Which is Correct, and the Bssid Of that network is E0:91:F5:A3:ED:3E and this is the Bssid The one i connected to and i think it is trying to connect to the wrong Bssid. it is not the Brighton Network so i guess the WPA/Wi-Fi may not be working.
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This is not a walk in the park. The process of building/cracking a live USB-stick can be easily summarized by the three steps: Burn iso image Select partitions Install Linux Now we are ready to choose a place on the drive to create the live-USB stick. We will use UBCD as the bootable image. You should use a live CD, as it will give us the
opportunity to use the installation process with the disk running, without deleting the data on the disk. I'm trying to crack a WPA2 Enterprise WiFi I followed your guide where i used a De-facto and Dark-C0de password file i went and entered the credentials there and the CRACKER didnt work and i also tried the same thing the other way
around but it didnt work. I was wondering if i could have used your password list as well and it will help me crack this network. So I tried cracking the WEP to see if I still can crack WPA and I could. I'm here to help people who want to create their own and play it safe this time I'm a beginner and wanted to know how to create something
similar to this: Mangled text file https://www.uploader.net/2019-10-25-102946_avl_Mangled%20text%20file.pdf I tried cracking WPA2 Enterprise and it took me a while but eventually i cracked it i cracked the PUSH id_rsa and id_rsa.pub and I'm now cracking the actual WPA handshake. But i did notice that there's only a single rogue AP

compared to the last time i tried it and the wireless is really crowded so i was wondering if i should change to WDS with the AP I really need to switch to WDS and crack WPA? 5ec8ef588b
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